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As a Title Officer, responsible for Examining and analyzing chains of title and 
records such as deeds, mortgages, liens, judgments, easements, plat and map 
books to determine ownership and legal restrictions and to verify legal description
of property, etc,.

SEPTEMBER 1998 – SEPTEMBER 1998
TITLE OFFICER - ABC CORPORATION

 United Title, Fidelity National Title.
 Included research and review of title to subject properties to ensure proper and 

clear title.
 Issued preliminary title reports disclosing all information relevant to buying and 

selling properties.
 Familiared with producing litigation and foreclosure products that meet the 

criteria for the State of Colorado, while also providing owner and lender 
products for clients; producing owners encumbrance reports.

 Provided extensive customer service which included updating title 
commitments, issuing proper endorsements, responding to questions, and 
concerns pertaining to properties.

 Responsible for One on One customer assistance with questions and/or 
problems regarding real estate, running out legal descriptions, researching 
property as well as producing various title reports and policy write-ups.

 Prepared daily reports from the local Courthouse and posted it to the plant.

1996 – 1998
TITLE OFFICER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Managed a four-person/analyst search and exam team with the purpose of 
preparing uninsured second Trust Deed ownership and encumbrance reports.

 Dealt with real estate transactions ranging from several hundred thousand to 
several million dollars.

 Examined property searches and determined clients risks while ensuring risk-
free transactions for Stewart Title as the insuring company.

 Typed commitments for insurance based on risk and issued policies after 
transactions are completed.

 Communicated with the title, escrow, and customer service departments to 
prevent potential losses.

 Responsible for researching property ownership and ensuring the title is clear 
and available for transfer.

 Responsible for typing title work needed for escrow closing.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor Degree

SKILLS

Coordinating Skills, Multitasking, Management Skills.
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